The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Department of Electronic and Information Engineering

BEST GPA AWARD

(2014/2015 Semester 1)

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for the “Best GPA Award” in 2014/2015 Semester 1.

(Listed in alphabetical order)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering / Double Degree in Electronic and Information Engineering and Engineering Physics

BA Yunhao
LI Chu Tak
LYU Yetao
NIE Ni
WEI Zheng

YU Xiangxu
ZHANG Yi
ZHANG Youqian
ZHAO Qiuying

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering

DENG Yichun
LIIN Haozhi

MO Xunjun
WEN Dacheng

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies

LAU Yan
LIU Sining
PENG Tao
SHEN Shuaiqi
SIU Wing Sum

TANG Tsz Yan Stephanie
TSIM Cheuk Hin
WONG Kwan Ho
ZHAO Tianyi

Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering

LEE Chun Ming
MOK Yui Ting
YEUNG Tung Hong

Prof. Michael Somekh
Head, EIE
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Department of Electronic and Information Engineering

BEST SEMESTER GPA AWARD
(2014/2015 Semester 1)

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for the “Best Semester GPA Award” in 2014/2015 Semester 1.

(Listed in alphabetical order)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering / Double Degree in Electronic and Information Engineering and Engineering Physics

BA Yunhao  
CHANG Shuhao  
CHUI Cheuk Hei  
FENG Weixi  
GUO Zichang  
LI Chu Tak  
LIU Chenning  
LO Chun Yan

LYU Yetao  
NIE Ni  
WEI Zheng  
YU Xiangxu  
ZHANG Yi  
ZHANG Youqian  
ZHAO Qiuying  
ZHAO Xugang

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering

CHEN Xiaocong  
DENG Yichun  
LI Jiahuiran  
LIN Haozhi  
LIN Jue

OU Qihao  
WEN Dacheng  
XIE Youye  
ZHANG Junbin

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies

ADITYAWATI Yunita  
CHEN Yuji  
CHENG Tat Kwok  
CHEUNG Chun Pui  
LAU Ka Ho  
LAU Kwun Fung  
LAU Yan  
LIU Sining

NG Sek Long  
NG Wai Lam  
PENG Tao  
SIU Wing Sum  
TSIM Cheuk Hin  
WONG Kwan Ho  
YU Tuoheng

Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering

CHAN Ka Shing  
CHEUNG Chun Yiu  
KWONG Ngai Wing  
LEE Chun Ming

MOK Yui Ting  
TSE Tin Yam  
YEUNG Tsz Chun  
YUEN Ming Hang Otto

Prof. Michael Somekh  
Head, EIE
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University  
Department of Electronic and Information Engineering

BEST ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT AWARD

(2014/2015 Semester 1)

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for the “Best Academic Improvement Award” in 2014/2015 Semester 1.

(Listed in alphabetical order)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering / Double Degree in Electronic and Information Engineering and Engineering Physics
CHAN Ka Ho Bobby          LUI Wa
CHING Nga Sze             SHUM Cheuk Laam
CHUNG Ho Yin              SONG Zixin
KWOK Lok Chung Baggio     WONG Wing Kei
LIN Xin

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering
JIANG Yuming
LI Peijie
LIU Siqi

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies
CHEUNG Ho Tin
CHEUNG Wai Chi
WANG Shangbin

Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering
CHAN Cheuk Hei
PAN Chujian
TSE Tin Yam

Prof. Michael Somekh  
Head, EIE